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ABSTRACT 

t 

Perturbed angular correlation studies of temperature dependent hyper

fine fields at lllCd and 99Ru solutes in nickel above and below the Curie 

point are presented •. Trends among observed hyperfine fields at solutes in Fe, 

Co, and Ni are discussed within the framework of a formal spin Hamiltonian. 

Origins of the hyper fine fields in 4f and 5p group solutes are discussed. 

Conduction electron and core-polarization contributions to Hhf in transition 

series solutes are analyzed, and localized moments are derived for the solutes 

Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt, and are compared with neutron 

scattering results. The observed lack of agreement may be associated with 

the fact that neutron scattering and hyper fine fields measure different 

quantities. It is suggested that a molecular field model that accounts for 

conduction electrons as well as core polarization might also be applicable 

above Tc. This model fits Hhf(T) in 55Mn Fe for all spins between 1/2 and 

5/2, suggesting that j cannot be determined from Hhf(T) alone. This analy

sis yields a local moment of 1.5±0.5 Bohr magnetons for 55Mn in iron, just in 

agreement ,dth the results of Jaccarino et al., but higher than allowed by 

neutron data. 

': ' 
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Angular correlation apparatus capable of 0.1% accuracy is described. A 

localized moment of ~ 0.5 Bohr magnetons is determined from ~f for 99Ru in 

Ni. For T > T ,paramagnetic Knight shifts up to -80% are observed. A model c 

due to Lovesey also fits the data below T for j = 1/2. For lllCd Ni no local c 

moment is indicated below T , and comparison with a model due to Lovesey and 
c 

Marshall suggests that Cd atoms have the same temperature dependent magnetiza-

tion as nearest neighbor nickel atoms. Above T ,paramagnetic Knight shifts 
c 

up to -60% are in excellent agreement with predictions of the conduction-

electron polarization model. 

, .'i:· 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1 2 
Since the discovery of hyper fine fields in ferromagnetic metals,' a 

great deal has been learned about this subject. Hyperfine fields are sensi-

tive probes for studying certain details of electron wave functions in metals. 

Theoretical treatment of these fields is,by its nature, a many body problem: 

even the relatively straightforward calculation of core polarization by d 

electrons requires the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method.3 A really rigorous 

estimate of hyperfine structure in a metal would be a very complex problem 

indeed. A corollary is that the concepts which 2ave been developed to explain 

the known hyper fine fields have forced a better understanding of electronic 

states in solids. All of the major mechanisms that give rise to hyper fine 

fields in ferromagnets are now apparently understood, and in recent years there 

has been increasing use of hyper fine fields as a diagnostic device for study-

ing metals. 

4 
In 1959 Samoilov, Sklyarevskii, and Stepanov greatly extended the 

generality of this area of physics by their discovery that hyper fine fields 

also occur at nuclei of "nonmagnetic ll metals as solutes in ferromagnetic 

lattices. Solute fields are of considerable theoretical interest because they can 

be used to study, separately, the particular interactions that give rise to hyper-

fine fields. They also have practical importance in providing magnetic 

fields of 105 to 10
6 

gauss at solute nuclei. 

In this paper we describe studies of the hyperfine fields at nuclei 

9Q 111 
of 'Ru and Cd in nickel. Measurements were made from helium temperatures 

to above the Cur~e point, using the method of time differential perturbed 

anguler correlation (TDPAC).5 This method is often a useful alternative to 
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Fortunately ~fc and ~LI are essentially parallel (or antiparallel) even in 

domain "Walls. Consequently ~f = (ifh/ + ifL, ), rather .than ~/, is usually 

reported as the "hyper fine field~!! We shall follo"W this practice. 

2. Hyperfine Structure and Hy;perfine Fields 

Although the term Tlhyperfine field!! is Ylidely prevalent, its use 

actually implies the existence of a rather special set of conditions affecting 

the hyperfine structure of an atom. This subject "Was discussed for the case 

of a paramagnetic sample,? and the terms "Were defined under "Which a hyper fine 

field could be observed. It is helpful to revie"W briefly hOyT hyperfine fields 

in ferromagnets arise from hyperfine structure. 

A simple free-atom spin Hamiltonian that entails hyperfine interaction 

is 

Here 'Y
J 

is the Lande g-factor times the Bohr magneton, and the other terms 

have their usual meanings. For ffo = 0, I, J, and F, but not MI' are good 

quantum nu.rnbers: no !!hyperfine magnetic field" exists. With increasing ItO' 

MI and M
J 

tend to become good quantum nu.rnbers, and for large HO the effective 

sFin Hamiltonian may be approximated by 

For J'YJ » 1'YI , the system is resolved into 2J+l manifolds of 21+1 states. 

rli thin each !L.anifold M~ is (nearly) a good quantum nl1..rnber, and the nuclear 
.1. 
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states .have relative energies -~IHeffMI. Thus an operational definition of 

~f is 

Of course, this definition is only exact to the extent to which Hhf is meaning-

2 
ful, i.e. J to order (AI/'YJHO) • For this (free atom) case, three features 

stand out~ 

i) Ko' Keff, and Rhf are necessarily collinear. 

ii) Each M
J 

nanifold has a unique Hhf • 

iii) The system is isotropic. 

3. Weak Crystal Field Case 

If spin-orbit coupling is large compared with the crystal field, as 

in the rare earths, the definition of ~f is less ob~ious, but still straight

forward. In some cases the free-ion approximation is still valid, but this 

8 
is not generally true. Following Elliott and stevens we may write a spin 

Hamiltonian for each crystal-field multiplet 

, (6) 

where Sf 1s the effective spin of the electronic multiplet. Because this 

Hamiltonian is anisotropic, vie must be careful in definlng hyperfine fields. 

In the high field limit ~iHO» ~IHO' AiSfI, each crystal-field level is 

resolved into 2S '+1 !!lanifolds of 21+1 states. Within each manifold the 

nucleus is subject to an effective field, 
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> 
(7) 

The e~~ective hyper~ine structure constant,A~,and e~~ective external ~ield, 

HO"can be obtained ~rom the paramagnetic resonance literature. For the very 

COllUnon case o~ axial svrnmetry (A ~ -A ''V h =v ) for example, we have9,lO J"~' . zT- x- y' I Z x-./y' 

-1 2 2 2 2 2 ,2 1/2 
Af = -y [A -y cos e + A -y Sln e] z z x x 

Ht o 

(8a) 

(8b) 

2 2 2 , 2 1/2 , 
Here -y=(-y cos e + -y S1n e) ,e 1S the angle between HO and the z axis, and z x 

it is understood that HO has been corrected for demagnetization, Lorentz, and 

dipole ~ields. 

The de~inition of ~f is straightforward, 

1 
"II A/fs' 

While this is super~icially similar to Eq. (5), it should be noted that none 

o~ the three observations quoted under Eq. (5) hold for this case. To quote, 

a hyper~ine field in the weak-crystal-~ield case without care~ully stating the 

conditions is therefore' meaningless. 

In a ~erromagnet,the spin-spin exchange It~ield" takes the place o~ an 

. external ~ield. For the weak-crystal-fie1d situation, this vli1l tend to dia

gonalize the spin Hamiltonian in theJ, M, (SI,MS') representation if the 

exchange energy is large (s!:'.all) compared with the crystal-field energy, and 

,,. 
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if At·· ft is large compared to both. Thus exchange orients s+, which in turn 

orients t (or gf) through spin-orbit coupling; and t (or ~) determines ~f' 

4. A Formal Hamiltonian 

The two cases treated above are relatively simple. Acceptable wave 

functions for the atom or ion core can be worked out and contributions to ~f 

can be calculated rather rigorously. For the general case of a solute in a 

ferromagnetic metal the situation is less tractable. We must proceed more 

empirically, as in Section IIB. It is useful to do so wi thin the framel-lork 

of a formal spin Hamiltonian for the solute: 

(10) 

This Hamiltonian is general and can be applied to all the situations encountered 

in Section lIB. In using i~we think of the system in terms of the coordinates 

of the lattice (the Crystal-~ield potential Vcf and the exchange field He) and 

those of the solute ion core (L,s+, and n. Here 13 is the Bohr magneton, and 

(r-3) is evaluated for the open electronic shell (if any) of the solute. The 

first three terms must be evaluated first, as they are large and determine the 

zeroth-order wave functions for evaluating matrix elements of the six terms 

linear in I. The fourth term describes conduction electron polarization: H c 

w is essentially proportional to the lattice magnetization. The five terms in curly 

brackets represent the familiar magnetic hfs interactionll in operator

equivalent notation.
12 

The L" r term represents orbital magnetism, the Kft· r 

• 

1 

.:,' ';. ,.,' , .. ~( 
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term core polarization, and the three terms in ~ spin-dipolar-nuclear-

dipolar interaction. 

The complexity of the ~f concept for rare earths in ferromagnets 

arises because the p.y;. "?t term is not small compared to the first two terms in Eq. ... 

(10). For most other solutes the opposite is true. The orbital angular momentum 

is quenched, and the other terms in L contribute negligibly to ~f. 

B. Trends A~ong Observed Fields 

To study the relative importance of the mechanisms that produce 

hyperfine fields at solutes in ferromagnets it is useful to survey the fields 

reported in the iron, cobalt, and nickel lattices .. Many of these fields were given 

in two recent tabulations,13 but the large nQ~ilier of new results, have led us to 

bring the list up to date in Table I. A complete set of references is gtven 

1 h
· 14 . 6 

e S2>' ere. The earlier observation that solute fields vary smoothly 

vii th atomic nmnber has been very nicely confirmed for all three host lattices. 

This variation is .displayed for the iron lattice in Fig. 1. He discuss, in 

·turn,the few specific ~f mechanisms that are suggested by the iron-host data, 

. noting that most of our conclusions hold, also, for cobalt and nickel hosts, 

though fewer data are available for these lattices. 

1. Conduction -Electron !'9J:a.r izat ion (CEP) 

The large negative fields found in the dlOs solutes Cu, Ag, and Au, and 

perhaps those on the dlOs
2 

solutes, arise largely from the outer s electrons 

via CEl?, and the -I'I}fc • t term in E<=!. (10) dominates. Freeman and 'i-latson have 

used the unrestricted tlSQ'tree-Fock method to deduce negative spin density 

;,,-, 
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(relative to the 3d sp.in polarization) in the 4s orbital 0:[' iron,15 in the 

outer portion of the iron atom. For a "nonmagnetic" solute atan in an iron 

lattice this negative (conduction-electron) polarization at the cell boundary 

would be expected to persist across the solute cell. Daniel and Friedel have 

16 
proposed a silnple model to relate this polarization to screen:i.ng by conduc-

tion electrons. Treating this as a free-electron scattering problem, in which 

the solute 1s represented by a square well, these authors allowed the bottom 

of the conduction band to be offset by twice the s-d exchange energy for elec-

trons in "spin-upll and "spin-down" half-bands. The well depth was derived 

from the excess solute "valence}" Z, using the Friedel Su.rn Rule. The difference 

between s-wave phase shifts at the solute in the two half-bands produces a net 

. negative spin polarization and (by contact interaction) a hyperfine field at 

the solute nucleus. Daniel and Friedel found that the CEP is negative and 

increases in magnitude by about a factor of two as Z increases from 0 tal. 

The conduction-band S-vlaVe states resemble solute atomic functions near 

the solute nucleus. The hyperfine fields that they produce may therefore be 

deri ved from the field, H ,that can arise from a free atom .atomic ns state. 
i ns 

For silver, for example, this is given by 

(11) 

The results' of the CEP picture may then be smnmarized in the equation 

(12) 

.;',. 
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6 
In an earlier discussion of solute fields, Shirley and vlestenbarger vlrote the right 

hand side of .this equation as .npR • Here· the coefficient:n was the'· occupation nu.rnber .. ns . 10 

of the s -wave in the conduction band at the solute and p was a host-dependent 

polarization. There vlere not enough data available to deduce anything about n, 

and it viaS assu.rned to be "'1. The Daniel-Friedel model provides a detailed 

description of these two factors, p being proportional to the s-d exchange 

energy, E, and n proportional to [dp(0)]/[d(k0
2
j2)], the derivative of s-wave 

density at the solute vlith respect to vle1l depth below the bottom of the con-

duction band. The factor p in Eg. (12) is empirical and thus absorbs all 

host- and solute-dependent factors. In using this simple notation we are 

anticipating the result found below, that there is no clear trend of p with 

z. 

Values of p 
10 10 2 

derived from observed fields in d sand d s solutes 

are given in Table II. The CEP picture requires that these data pass three 

tests: 

10 All ~f must be negative. 

2. For each host p must vary by less than a factor of about two, 

the range allovled for these solutes by the Daniel-Friedel theory. 

3. The parameter p must be proportional to host magnetization. 

From Table II it is clear that all three conditions are satisfied. It is, how-

ever, disconcerting that the increase of p with Z predicted by the ~tniel 

Friedel model is not observed. Perhaps this is due to 

additional core-polarization contributions to Rhf, i-lhich are not considered in 

the. modeL 

",,\ . 

.. ' 
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The CEP model ~ould be expectalto apply to transition-metal solutes, 

but ~ould,at best, describe only contributions of the s -: band to ~f" In 

fact, Vie shall find beloyl that ~hile CEP alone can fit the observed values of 

~ for transition-series solutes to the left of Mn, Ru, and Os in the 

periodic--table, core polarization is large in the 

the upper part of the d groups. We defer discussion of these latter solutes 

to Section II.B.2, and take up nO,1 the transition series solutes to which the 

CEP picture applies. In Table III, thirty-six hyperfine fields are esti.'1la ted, 

using Eq. (12), for hlelve elements as solutes in iron, cobalt, and nickel hosts, 

using p = 0.059 for iron and p = 0.015 for nickel, determined from Table II, 

and p = 0.061 (1.71/2.22) = 0.047 for cobalt (because not enough data are 

available for cobalt in Table II). The values H in Table III Vlere estimated . ns 

by drai-ling smooth curves through the values given in Ref. 6. This simple 

estimate gives surprisingly accurate predictions for the seventeen cases 

observed to date. The sign (~here measured) is correct, the average deviation 

is only 2 kG and the rms magnitude of the deviation is 54 kG in a quantity of 

average magnitude 260 kG. vIe may summarize this agreement by the empirical 

relation 

for solute 

the solute 

= 0.027 !l H ns 

fields, ~here Il 

is just -a /rey ns I 

is the host moment in 

for a given isotope. 

Equation (13) is clearly a useful empirical 

Bohr magnetons, and Hns for 

relation, and the CEP model 

is quite plausible. It is also perhaps reasonable that p should be essentially 
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constant for the solutes in Tables II and III. Still it is very likely that 

some fraction of the observed values of ~f in both tables comes from core 

polarization of inner electrons, discussed below. 

2. Core polarization and localized moments 

The regular variation of ~f ~ith solute atomic nQ~ber in the 3d, 4d, 

and 5d transition series is striking. In Fe, Co, and Ni host~the fields are 

negative across the three series, but they increase suddenly in magnitude at 

the solutes Mn, Ru, and Os, and remain large for several elements before 

returning to the CEP "baselines" at the noble metals. The inadequacy of the 

CEP estimates for these large fields is illustrated in Fig. 2. Apparently 

core polarization by localized moments in the solute d shell contributes 

strongly to ~f for these solute elements. To describe this behavior we 

truncate Eq. (10), assQ~ing that Vcf is strong enough to quench the orbital 

angular momentQ~ of solute d shells. This leaves, in lattices with cubic 

symmetry, 

(14) 

The exchange term is by far the largest; ~e may imagine that it is evaluated 

first to give (S ) (a molecular field picture for this process is described z 

in Section III). Then ~e have 

, (15) 

where 'we have used. the definit.ion lid = PK(r -3); and Hd is the (core polariza

tion) hyperfL~e field arisL~g from one unpaired d electron. For the 4c group, 

.. 

. , 

\. 
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Freeman and Watson have calculated H4d == -370 kG.
17 

For the 5d group, the 

situation is not clear . Evidence for core polarization in platimml metal "Was 

found by Butterworth
18 

from measurements of the Knight shift. From analysiS 

of Knight shifts in platinQ~, Clogston et al.,19 found H5d == -1.~8 X 10
6 

Oe. 
20 

HOvlever, Armstrong and Marrus found no evidence for core polarization in 

<> 2 
atomic rheniQ~ in the 5d/6s configuration. By comparing observed values of 

~f "With Eq. (15), "We m~y derive (Sz> and ~L, the magnitude of the d-electron 

spin moment on each solute. These values of ~ are set out in Table IV. The 

estimates of pHs in Table IV are based on the observed Hhf for light transition 

element and noble metal solutes. TYlo other sets of values for ~ are given 

for comparison. They "Here determined from the sa~e neutron scattering data by 

21 
Collins a'1d Lmv and by Campbell. 

In comparing the three sets of localized moments in Table IV, we note: 

(1) the trends of ~ "With solute atomic nwnber are in quaJ.itati ve agreement 

a~ong the three sets of'va~ues, and they establish localized solute moments 

in the upper ends of the transition series. (2) The neutron data seem to 

offer scope for considerable variation in derived values of ~ depending on 

interpretation, and (3) the detailed agreement of the three sets of values of 

~ is poor, suggesting systematic errors. These three points are illustrated 

in Fig. 3, vlhich shows solute moments in iron. 

The most disturbing cases of quantitative disagreement between neutron 

and Hhf values of ~ are FeMn and the trend in FeRu, FeRh, and FePd. In try

ing to understand these discrepancies it must be remembered that the tvl0 methods 

involve.d measure two rather different quantities, viz. the spin density at the 

j" , 
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. 22 
solute nucleus versus a magnetic disturbance near the solute atom~. In comparing 

the values given in Table IV and shown in Fig. 3 it should be noted that the 

smooth variation of ~ as deduced from Rhf indicates the high precision (and 

probably the reliability of trends with atomic nunlber) of these moments, but 

tells little about their accuracy. This depends on the validity of Eq. (15). 

For this reason we have not assigned errors for these moments in Table IV. 

Considerations of possible systematic errors suggest that the moments are 

probably aCCLITate to about ±0.2 Bohr magnetons. 

In correlating solute moments determined from neutron data with hyper-

fine fields, Campbell obtained apparent agreement, but he assumed R to be 
s 

6 
constant across a transition series, vlhereas, as noted earlier, R in fact 

s 

increases by a factor of t,w between Ta and Au because of relativistic and 

screening effects. With this variation included, ~ becomes positive for Os, 

Ir, and Pt in iron, in agreement vii th 3d and 4d solutes. The systematic 

absence of these moments in the analyses of the neutron data may be due to local 

expansion of the lattice by these large atoms. 

3. Rare Earth SJlutes 

The 4f shell is shielded from the crystal field: thus Ar. ~» V
cf 

and J is a good quantum nQ~ber. All the terms in Eq. (10) must be considered, 

12 
Vlith s = (22+1-4s)/s(2£-1)(22+3)(2L-l), taking £=3. The 1:. r term especial-

~y should lead to very large values for Rhf, and large fields have been observed 

(Table I). Rhf for rare earths in iron changes sign near the middle of the 4f 

shell as predicted,6 but Vlith opposite signs. This happens because r gives 

the -dominant contribution to ~f for most rare earth~ while g orients the 

solute r:l0'l'.2nt by sp:n-exchange polarization; and rand -7 
S parallel 
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(antiparal·lel) for the 4f shell more (less) than half full. The upper li!nit 

for }~f expected at rare earths in ferromagnets is just the IIfree-atom" field, 

H
fa 

= 2(r-3)f3NJ8.r
23 (to withi~ qmall corrections for CEP). In fact, whenever 

any uniaxial interaction dominates (e.g" the exchange field, transforming as 

YIO' or the quadrupole crystal-field component transforming as Y20), the 

doublet state IJ ~J) (for a Kramers ion) is likely to be lowest in energy, z 

giving Rhf=Rfa , This is the reason that the maximum free atom field is so 

often observed in Mossbauer spectra. 

Integral angular ,correlation experiments on rare earths in iron have 

been analyzed24 to give "hyper fine fields II at the solutes. These "fields II 

were consistently smaller than Rfa , possibly because they were really thermal. 

averages over many crystal-field states. There are two qualitatively distinct 

possibilities, For V f «J~JH ~kT, c ex 
the rare-earth atom would be a truly 

localized moment and the observed ~f would be a thermal average over the 

2J+l substates. At absolute zero, ~f would approach Hfa , 

If on the other hand, J~JHex < Vcf' then the observed ~f is an 

average over several cubic crystal-field representations (mixed by H ), each 
ex 

of which gives ~f < Rfa • For this case Hhf will be smaller than Hfa (by 

about 1/2 for many cases) at absolute zero. 

lj .• 10 2 n 
The d s p Solutes 

Solute elements beyond the d shell, with atomic configurations 

10 2 n 
d s p , tend to have ~f > O. This is particularly well documented in the 

4dl05s25pn series, where. ~f increases rapidly"vlith 'n. In the Daniel-Friedel 

model,a bound state appears T(lhen Z, the excess s.olute valence, reaches 1.2. 

This state 'Las a negative pola!'ization (relative to the host d spins) 

';! 

";j'." 
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that decreases more rapidly with increasing Z than does the positive polariza-

tion of the free s-Vlave. It is tempting to interpret this as the explanation 

for pos;Ltive hyper fine fields on Sb, Te, I, and Xe in iron. Unfortlmately 

this interpretation does not hold up Wlder careful scrutiny. The square-well 

solute potential used by Daniel an<.i Friedel cannot, of course, generate an 

atomic spectrQ~ of electronic energy levels so the model must break down for 

large z. In fact,the total spin density required to fit the observed Rhf 

for xenon in iron is five times that of a 5s electron in atomic xenon. Of 

course, vie could modify the model to make up the bound s-state out of 5s 

atomic functions and assign 6s) 7s, etc., character to the free s-wave. 

This only makes matters worse, hOivever, because the positively-polarized s-

o 2 
wave now has a much lmler value of 1.p(0) I and cannot overcome the, Illuch denser 

negatively polarized bound state to make a positive Rhf . 

The observed large values of ~f for Te, I, and Xe in iron can only 

arise from the 5s shell (as inner s shells), polarized positively relative 

to the host 3d spins. The solute d shell is filled, and core polarization 

by the p shell gives only H = 3 • 105 gauss/electron 
p 

spin. 25 The 6s, 7s, 

etc., atomic states in these atoms have too little electron density at the 

nucleus. A single 5s electron in neutral iodine has R ~ 3 .• 107 gauss: only 
s' 

3% polarization of the 5s shell is necessary to yield the observed field. 

Tlw well-knmm mechanisms responsible for transferred hyper fine struc-

ture, the Pauli distortion effect and covalent bonding, can create a y/a positive 

polarization in the 5s shell of iodine or xenon.
26 

Orthogonalization of the 

host 3d and solute 5s states leads to an aQ~ixture of 3d character into the 

5s orbital ,lith spin par;3.11el to the 3d spins, resulting in a contact solute 
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hyperfine fieldJHhf ~ (3dI5s)2 H
5s

• Rough estlmates based on Hartree-Fock 

free-atom wave functions for xenon and the vlave functlons of DeCicco and Kitz27 

6 
for iron give~f '" 5.10 for xenon in iron if the int"ernuclear distance is 

6 a.u. and for eight nearest neighbors. Clearly this mechanism is large enough 

to account for the experimental values in Table I. Similar calculations indicate 

that ~f should be positive for all halogens, rare gases, and alkalies. For Cs 

in iron) for ey~~ple} (3dI5s)2 is about half that of Xe in iron, so ~f could 

also be roughly 1/2 that of Xe • 

. .' -i .. ,,','I '. 
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III. LOCALIZED MOMENTS ON SOLUTES IN FERROMAGNETS 

Localized magnetic moments are knaim to exist on paramagnetic ions, 

on rare-earth atO!IlS in metals, and on "magnetic" metal atoms in "nonmagnetic~t 

lattices. In all of ,these cases the interpretation of experimental evidence 

is relatively straightforward. For solutes in ferromagnets, however, the 

situation is more complex. The tv70 experimental methods discussed in Section 

II.B.2 measure different quantities and both are subject to ambiguities of 

interpretation 0 A third method was suggested and used by Jaccarino, Walker, 

and wertheim.
28 

These ,yorkers expla:iJled the temperature dependence of Hhf on 

55Mn in iron in terms of a molecular field model involving a localized moment 

on the ~m atom. We discuss this model below before applying it, in Section 

VII, to the case of 99Ru in nickel. 

A. The Molecular Field Model ' 

Jaccarino, et a1., obtained very good fits for NHR data on 55Mn in 

iron29 using a model in which a localized moment on the manganese atom is 

oriented in the exchange field,H = s(crT/crO)(kT /g~). Here H is scaled to ex c ex 

the reduced lattice magnetization (crT/crO) by a constant S that takes account 

of the host-solute exchange energy being different from the host-host exchange 

energy. The hyper fine field is then proportional to Bj(y), the Brillouin 

function of spinj, with y = g$Hex/kT. These workers found a good fit « 0.5%) 

for ~f(T), using j = 3/2, and rather poorer fits for other values of j. 

This model took no account of contributions to ~f from conduction 

electrons. Such contributions are clearly present in many other cases (Section 
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II. B, 1. ), and are expected to be present, to some extent, in all ferromagnetic 

metals. A conduction-electron term in Rhf is expected to follow the lattice 

magnetlzation rather closely. We shall aSSQ~e that contributions to Hhf(T) 

from conduction electrons. and from localized morrents, Hc (T) and HL (~), are 

additive. 30 This is the simplest way to combine the two contributions and it 

is the only way that is physically sensible within the spirit of the model. 

For certain limiting cases, (e.g., small ~ or in rare earths) it can be 

rigorously justified. 

Equation (10) is useful in understanding hOI-I the Brillouin-function 

dependence of ~(T) might arise for a solute atom. This can happen in several 

ways. If t is quenched~ vIe have Eq. (14). Evaluating (8 )T = (8 )0 B.(y) 
Z Z J 

in the molecular field, we have 

(16) 

models for the solute give similar results. For the strong crystal field 

case with L not quenched, j would be the multiplicity· of the lowest crystal-

field state. For weak crystal fields, as in the rare earths, j is the total 

angular momentU!!l, J. For V f > J~JH ,j is given by (2j+l) = (multiplicity c ex 

of lowest crystal field state), i.e., j is the effectlve spin in this state. 

For many real solutes none of these simple examples may be accurate, but the 

molecular field model may very.well.still describe the temperature dependence 

of H ... accurately, even though the exact nature of j is not understood. 
hl. 
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The model is conveniently summarized by defining the reduced lattice 

magnetization,aR = aT/~,and by denoting by f = HL(O)/~f(O),the fraction of ~f(O) 

that has local origin. The reduced resonant frequency at the solute nucleus 

is then 

"T = fBJo(Y) + (l-f)aR "0 
(17) 

This is a relation ~ith ~hich, for any j , ~e may try to fit "T using t~o 

adjustable parameters, j and f. 

B. Manganese in Iron 

Y. Koits ~ffidata on 55Mn in iron are the most accurate measurements 

available for a case in ~hich the temperature dependence of the solute ~f is 

quite different from that of the lattice magnetization. Koi attributed this 

behavior to the existence of a localized moment on the Mn atom. Jaccarino, 

et al., ~ere able to fit the rn~ data quantitatively assuming that the hyper-

fine field on manganese ~as entirely due to core polarization by ad-electron 

localized moment. They found a very good fit for j = 3/2, and a good fit for 

j = 1. For other values of j their fits ~ere poorer. Using the model 

described above, '\ole have obtained fits for j = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, and 5/2. These 

fits are sho~n in Fig. 4, and derived parameters are given in Table V. Clearly 

for 1/2 ~ j ~ 5/2 there is no significant variation in the quality of fit, and 

~e conclude that j cannot be deterJlined from the te:nperature dependence alone. 

It should be noted trJ.2.t only a very s,nal1 « 2r;fo) conduction electron 
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contribution to Hbf is needed to allow good fits of Eq. (14) to the data. 

The good fits obtained by Jaccarino, et al., for j = 1 or 3/2 are consistent 

with our finding [l-f[ smallest for these cases. 

The Fcl1n case has been very useful for com~arison of localized moments 

. obtained from neutron data with those obtained from l~f temperature dependence 

data. The initial estimates obtained from the two methods--0±0.2 and 2-3 Bohr 

magnetons, respectivelY-vlere in serious conflict. (Campbell's analysis of 

the neutron data expanded the error limits on ~ to ±0.5 Bohr magnetons) 

Our value ~ = 1.1 Bohr magnetons (Table IV), was derived from the systematic 

variation of Hbf with atomic nlLrnber. To obtain this value vie asslL'Ued that 

conduction-electron ~~d core-polarization contributions to Hhf are quite 

independent, neglecting s-d exchange on the solute. As exchange would tend 

to polarize the 4s electrons in the sense that they would contribute positive

ly to ~f' thus tending to cancel the core polarization contribution, we regard 

the estimate of 1.1 Bohr magnetons as a lower limit. An upper limit of 

~ = :f(~f(O)/llOkOe)may be obtained from the parameters in Table V. This gives 

~ ~ 1.9 Bohr magnetons. We conclude that the local moment on Mn in iron 

probably lies in the range ~ = 1.5 ± 0.5 Bohr magnetons. 
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c. High Temperature Behavior 

For a given j, the independent variables in Eq. (17) are the absolute 

temperature, T, and the lattice magnetization,aT• In a given host lattice,these 

variables are related, below T , by the magnetization curve, and there is no c 

way to study the dependence of UT/UO on a or T alone. In a case such as 

Fe~m, for which excellent fits are obtained for several values of j, but 

with quite different values of f(j), it is desirable to determine f (and thus 

j) by varying a andT separately 0 This is possible within the framework 

of the model because Hc depends on a alone, while l~ depends, through B
j

, 

on a/To 

For T > T ,a and T can be varied separately. For a given applied 
c 

fiel~Ho,the effective field is given by 

, (18) 

if Eq. (17; is still applicable. Here K is a paramagnetic Knight shift. If 
aT H 

one then adjusts HO to keep ~ constant, one obtains the dependence of K(T) 

on T alone. ~his shift is negative, and for T ~ Tc can be as large as 100%. 

For T »T it approaches zero asymptotically. The behavior of this curve c 

should be insensitive to the value of j if one uses the values of f and S 

found below T. Of course, this treatment is based on the. assmnption that 
c 

local moments exist above Tc if they exist below Tc ' and that Eq. (17) is still 

a:pplicable. 

(. 
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D. More Exact Models 

The model described above is simple and may easily be applied both 

above and belcrH T. It also takes direct conduction-electron contributions 
c 

into account, albej.t crudely. Justification for the molecular field approxima-

tion is provided, for cases in which j is small, by the findings of Hone, 

Callen, and vlalker (based on a Green I s function approach ) that the impurity IS 

quasiboson energy is essentially constant over a wide range of ~emperature 

. 11 31 when J is sma • 

32 Lovesey and Marshall have calculated the magnetization on ferro-

magnetic host atoms which are nearest neighbors to a nonmagnetic impurity, 

using a molecular field model. If the impurity itself has no local moment, 

and '\)T/UO is entirely determined by conduction-electron polarization, it is 

reasonable to expect the UT/UO curve to lie somewhere between the C5
T

/ C5
0 

host 

magnetization curve and that of the nearest neig?bors, i.e., C51 (T)/C50 • We 

shall find that this is the case for lllCdNi •. 

Lovesey used essentially the same theory to calculate the magnetiza

tion on a magnetic impurity.33 We shall analyze the 99Rl~ri data using this 

model,. as well as the silnple model outlined above • 

> . . ;", 
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IV. "1-"1 PERTURBED ANGULAR CORRELATIONS IN FERROf.1AGNETS 

Because several treatments of perturbed angular correlation theory 

("1-"1 PAC)5,3
4-36 

are available, this discussion is limited to an outline of 

the theory for magnetic hyper fine perturbations in ferromagnets. 

In "1-"1 PAC, one observes two photons ~ "11 and "12' which respectively 

populate and depopulate an excited nuclear level. The perturbed directional 

correlation between these two radiations is given by5 

-+ 
"Where "11 and "12 are respectively observed in directions k1 (Sl'¢1) and 

U2(S2J~2) from the quantiza~ion axis. The ~. factors 
~ 

depend solely on the angular momentum properties of the respective transitions 
N. 

and the Yk
1 

are the spherical harmonics. All the information about perturba
i 

tions in the intermediate state is contained in the perturbation factor, . 

\' 2I+m +m.. . ! (I I k 1 
= L (-1) .. ' .a b[ (2~+1)(2k2+1)]2 , 1 

m ,m.. \m'-m N .a 0 a a 1 

(20) 

.' 
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~here A(t) is the time evolution. operator which describes the effect of the 

perturbing interaction on the m-substates of the intermediate state • 

Several particular forms of the perturbation factor are of interest 

for static magnetic hyperfine interactions in metals. For a polycrystalline 

ferromagnetic source with a strong polarizing fold transverse to the detector 

plane (G l =82=rr/2), we have, after making use of the orthogonality properties 

of the Cleboch-Gordan coefficients and some algebraic manipulation,5 

where 

and co 

(2Ia) 

¢ is the ~ngle between the detectors, Pk is the Legendre polynomial, 

"Yr 
= ti Heff 

For IllCd this becomes38 

(2Ib) 

and for 99Ru we find39 

(2Ic) 

For both cases, terms of higher order can be neglected. 

For a ferromagnetic sam~le in which the domains are randomly oriented, 

one obtains37 
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kmax +k 
W(<p,t,ru) == L: ~(1)~(2)[2k+l]-1[ .L:. cos Nmt1Pk(cos <p) (22a) 

k==O N==-k 

111 . 
For Cd this becomes 

1 
== 1 - 0.180(3)[2 cos 2 mt + 2 cos rut + 1]P2 (cos <p) (22b) 

In both equations (21) and (22) the Larmor frequency, m, is proportional 

to the effective field, Heff ,. For temperatures well belmv the ferromagnetic 

Curie temperature, Tc
' 

both polarized and ran~omly oriented sa~ples can be 

examined, and we usually have Heff ~ ~f since ~f » HO' However, for T ~ T 
c 

we find that Fnf ~ HO and, for still higher temperatures, vie f:i.nd that ~f ~ 0 
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V. APPARATUS 

1) Furnace· 

The furnace used in all the experiments above room temperature is 

shown in Fig. 5. It was designed to fit between ~he polecaps of an electro-

magnet which could generate fields of up to 20kOe over the entire volQ~e of the 

furnace. The furnace consisted of an alQ~ina tube with hea'ting tape wrapped 

around it, follovled by a covering of alQ'11i.num foil and then asbestos tape for 

insulation. The thermocouple was a calibrated Pt vs. Pt-10% Rh junction, 

which was held in pla·ce by a piece of Pyrex glass tubing. These connections 

were made by using a high temperature adhesive.
40 

This cement was also used 

to mount the sample on the thermocouple. 

The thermocouple output was measured by using a Leeds and Northrup 

K-2 Potentiometer. The furnace temperature WEts controlled by adjusting the 

voltage applied to the heating tape with a variable transformer. It was found 

that by using regulated AC line voltage as a power source, the temperature 

variation of the furnace "l-18.S less than ±2°C over the entire range of tempera-

ture reported for periods up to two days. 

2) Electronics 

A. Magnets 

The magnet used for all eA~eriments above T was an iron-core electroc 

magnet fed by. a current regulated motor-generator. The field stability was 

±lOP for all runs. 

For 99Ru below T , various Alnico iron permanent rr~gnets were used. 
c 

Theae rr.agnets -.iere ca::"ibrated by comparing their fields to a high homogeneity 
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electromagnet which vms in turn calibrated by NNR methods. For llYCdNi 

belml the Curie point} no external field vias used. 

B. PAC Spectrometer 

For all experiments in the 20 kOe electromagnet, 

1~1! X 21! NaI(T£) detectors were used, the larger crystal being used for the 

higher energy gawma photono These were mounted on 56 AVP photomultiplier tubes 

via 10" long quartz light pipes. 
22 

The FWID~ for 511 keY Na annihilation 

radiation for this setup was 2.5 ns. 

For the experiments with the permanent magnets and for those with no 

1" 11" () . 1 II external field} two 12" X 2" NaI T£ crystals were mounted via 12" long quartz 

light pipes to XPI020 photomultiplier tubes. The ti-rne resolution here .... las 1. 9 

ns Fl1}TIft for Na
22 

a.'1nihllation radiation. 

All experiments, except for 99Ru in Ni above T were carried out by 
c 

standard TDPAC fast-slow circuitry. For 9%u in Ni above T , it was necessary 
c 

to use time integral PAC and normalize these results to a time differential 



/ 
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VI. CADHIUM-III IN NIC'KEL 

A. Source Preparation 

The parent nuclide was prepared via the reaction lllcd(p,n)ll~h using 

a 10 MeV proton beam at the Berkeley 88 11 cyclotron.- Natural cadlnium foil, 

0.005 11 thick was the target material and the integrated flux was typically 

25 Ilamp-hr s • 

111 
The chemical procedure used in the separation of the In from the 

target material was essentially that of E. JacObi
41 

and is as follows: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Dissolve the target in a minimum amount of 1:1 HN03 

Hake the solution basic with conc. NH40H 

Add ",,200 mg Mg(N0
3

)2 ·6H20 dissolved in minimu..rn volu..rne H2O 

Heat in water bath to digest the precipitate. The Hg(OH)2 carries 

the In(OH)2 quantitatively. Centrifuge and dissolve the ppt. in 

hot 2M H2S04 . 

5) Repeat (2-4) and then dilute the solution with ",,4 ml H
2

0 .. 

6) Add am..rnoniwn formate to buffer the solution at pH 2. 

7) Prepare a clean .0005 11 Ni foil cathod~ and platinu..'ll wire anode. 

Plate the In at a current density of ""10ma2 . 
cm 

These nickel foils >.Jere melted in an argon atmosphere at 1500°C for 15 minutes 

and then quenched to room temperature by removing them from the furnace quickly. 

The resulting spheroids, generally less than 0.5 m..'ll in diameter, were used as 

sources • 

.,.'" ., 
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B. Results for T < T c 
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The level at 247 keY in lllCd provides an excellent case for the TDPAC 

The significant portion of the decay scheme is given in Fig. 6. 42 
technique. 

More than 99% of the decays of the parent ll~n pass through the 247 keY level 

via the 173-247 keV cascade, making the true coincidence rate very large for 

a given source strength. The long half-life of the intermediate state al1mlS 

the observation of many rotations of the nuclear spin, thus permitting very 

accurate determinatton of the rotation frequency. This level has been studied 

42 
by many \wrkers, and the g-factor is accurately kno\m 

(g = -0.318±0.007).43 

The great pOi·ler of the TDPAC method is nicely demonstrated by the data 

of Fig. 7. No external polarizing field was applied for this series of measure

ments and a function of the form37 

At 
F(t) = Ae- {I + C[l + 2 cos(mt+<p) + 2 cos 2(mt+¢)]} + B (23) 

was least-squares fitted to the statistically weighted data points, where, A, 

B, C, m, and <p are adjustable parameters. The statistical err'or in the 

frequencies,m, determined in this manner is on the order of 0.5% or less. 

Fach run required about 2 days to complete. 

All the data for IllCd Ni for T < T is displayed in Fig. 8 and SQ~
c 

marized in Table VI. The solid curve above the data points is the reduced 

44 
spontaneous magnetization curve for pure N:i. vlhile the dashed curve belOi-l 

the data po:i.nts is thl.l.t calcul3.ted on the model of Lovesey and ~ftarshall32 

for !!l2.S!1,::;tiz~'.tion of the nearest neightors of a non-magnetic in~'purity for 
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both impurity and host spins, S' = S = 1/2. The experimental results "Were 

III . 
expected to lie betHeenthe tvlO curves because if the Cd hyperfl11e field 

is created purely by short range exchange interaction then tbe data should 

follo"W al/aO "While long range interact:i.ons vlould make H(T)/H(O) approach a/ao' 

Co Results for T> T 
c 

Above T , it "Ias no ].onger possible to vlork without a polarizing field, 
c 

and a field of 19.5 kOe "las applied. The results in this region are much less 

accurate than those belml T since 1) there is an added uncertainty in the 
c 

magnitude of the external field, and 2) Heff is much smaller, preventing the 

observation of more than a fe,v cycles of nuclear precession. In Fig. 9 some 

typical data are shOim. For these measurements, the t"Wo scintillation detec-

tors vlere placed at a fixed position, 1350 apart, and counts "Were taken for 

magnetic field up and dmm relative to the detector plane. 

The data above Tc are displayed in Fig. 10. The ordinate is the para

magnetic Knight shift, ~ =.H ff/H xt < 1. The solid curve is calculated on e e -

tbe assQ~ption that the solute hyperfine field is produced purely by conduc-

tion electron polarization i.e., directly proportional to the induced lattice 

magnetization, 

a(T,H xt)N' e. 1 

a(o,H~xt)Ni 
(24) 

The eXCellent agreement behlcerl this very simple theory and the data 

supportEc the CEP modd. di3CL1.Ssed in section II. B.lo 
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VII. RUTHENIUM-99 IN NICKEL 

A. Source Preparation 

The activity "\-]as produced by a Cp,n) reaction on 9%u. Samples of 

approximately 10 mg of 9%u metal pO\<lder em'iched to 93.810 -were irradiated 

"\-]ith 13 MeV protons at the Berkeley 88-in. cyclotron. The irradiated po-wder 

"\-]as then placed. :i_nside a "\-]eighed nickel container and melted in an argon 

atmosphere at l500°C for 30 minutes and quenched to room temperature. The 

alloys "\-]ere made up to be 1 atomic percent Ru in Ni. This material, after 

flattening to a thickness of ~l ~n and annealing at 300°C for 1 hour -was used 

as the source for the experiments reported here. 

B. Results for T < 'r 
c 

BelO\-} the Curie temperature, TDPAC measurements -Here carried out using 

the 90 keY level as the intermediate state. The pertinent levels in the decay 

scheme are shO\w in Fig. 11. The 529-90 keY cascade was used in all measure

ments as, in previous '-IOrk by the present authors,39 it -was found to have a 

slightly larger anisotropy than the equally intense "354-90 keY cascade. In 

this previous -\-Iork, the g-factor ,ms accurately measured [g = -0.189(4)] making it 

possible to get accurate valuef~ for the magnetic hyperfine fields. 

In Fig. 12 are shmm some typical data for this set of measurements, 

all of \-]hich ,,]ere carried out :Ln a small external polariz:i_ng field. The 

attenuation of the nuclear precession frequency appears to occur at all tcmpera-

tUL'CS at "'i:bleh \-;e tH5.de !"i:easLu'er,,':':nts and is probably due to the existence of 

site This interp::'etation is su:pported 

.. 
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by recent JlJ1\1R 'Hork of Budnick on the Ru Ni system. He found a low freCJ.uency 

aSYTmetry in the resonance line shape in a .75 atomic percent alloy which is 

!~5 
probably due to magnetic hyperfine.interaction. 

The data 'Here least-squares fitted to a function of the form 

. At 
R(t) = Ae- [cos(mt+cp)] + B 

with A, A) (I), cp, and B the adjustable parameters. 

The final results are given in Table VII and plotted in Fig. 13. The 

Curie temperature of our 1 atomic percent Ru in Ni alloy was determined by 

extrapolating the measured induced magnetization vs.temperature curve at its 

region of greatest slope. T was found to be 610 o K, in very good agreement . c 

with the results of Sadron. 
46 

The two broken curves in Fig. 13 are those calculated fran Eq. (17), 

1 5 for j = 2 and j = 2' It is clear that the quality of the fit to the data is 

equally good in these t,W cases. In fact) for all ~.:::: j ~ ~ the fits were 

uniformly good) thus indicating that one cannot uniquely determine the spin 

of the local moment from this type of analysis. The values of f and ~ for the 

best fits for all spins, j,are given in Table VIII. 

It may be noted from Table VIII that the fit for j = ~ requires the 

smallest contribution from polarized conduction electrons (19%). If one uses 

the model of Lovesey mentioned in Section III.D,33 and calculates AO) the 

deviation of the impurity !:mgnetization from the host lattlce magnetization one 

finds a best fit for solute and host spins SI = S = ~ and with the ratio of 

b.purity-hooot to rlost-hcst exchange cOLlpling <; 0.6. This is shown in Fig. 14. 
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One would expect his S and our ~ for these conditions to be approximately 

equal since his model uses H (0) == O. 
c 

It may also be noted that the model described by Eq. (16) 

requires the separability of Hc(O) and 1S:,(0). As vlaS mentloned earEer, the 

local moment· probably carries the conduction electrons through s-d exchange, 

making this assumption sO!nel'lbat dubious. An indication of this lack of rigor 

is that Hc(O) and lS:,(0) are predicted to be antiparallel, a result contrary 

to all previous experience. 

In vievl of this quantitative failure of the model, the following cal-

culation of the magnitude of the local moment is given as a qualitative estimate, 

using the results for j = ~ (Table VIII). From Eg. (16) IS:, (0) = fi~f(O) = 

(1.194)(217) kG, and making the same argQ~ents as for Eq. (15) assuming g = 2.0, 

( 11 ) == (1.191+X217) - 0 7 B hr or t 
~z 370 -. 0 mabne on. 

In smTL'1',ary, tvlO co!mnents may be made about 99Ru Ni: 

1) Both methods of analysis, hyperfine field vs. atomic nmnber and 

H(T)/H(O), agree that a local moment is present. 

2) The magnitude of the local moment is not vlell established as these 

methods do not agree' very vlel1. HOI.Jever, for Ru in Ni it seems likely that 

S < 1. 

\ 

~. 
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C. Results for T > T c 
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In rais:ing the alloy temperatu.re above Tc' it no longer was possible 

to use TDPAC since the precession frequency becomes too small to observe in 

this manner, even in an external field of 19.5kOe. Thus it was neces[;ary to 

use the less accu.rate time integral perturbed angular correlation technique. 

The integral results were then normalized to several time differential results 

at high temperatures. The data consisted of counts for f.ield up and field 

down at a fixed detector angle of 135 0
•
5 The results are displayed in Fig. 

15. The horlzontal line for ~ = 1 would be the expected behavior if the Ru 

moment "jere completely localized above T. The Imler cu.rve corresponds to c 

the reduced magnetization of pure nickel. It is reasonable that the hyper-

fine field lie betvleen these limits. It was not possible to apply EQ. (18) 

here because vie did not knO"1 cr(T,H) for our alloy. 
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Table I. Solute h~perfine fields (in kOe).a 

Host 

Fe Co Ni 

Solute T oK 
Hhf 

T oK Hhf T oK Hhf 

F 0 +95.7(5) 0 +59·5(15) 0 -21.83(35) 

+32.8(5) +11. 60(35) 

+56.9(5) +15.20(35) 

I R +90.2(111 ) 

I +17.8(4) I 
I ! 

I , 
Al" 1. !~ -55(1) 1. L~ 32(1) ; I i i i 

j 58 ! Sc i 
I i I 
I 

-87·3 -1.4 48(1) 1.4 7.5(2) ! V I 77 I 

I I i 

Mn 0 -226.97 He 140 90 -325(1) I i I 
j 

I I 
Fe 0 -336.9 1~. 8 -323 0 283(3 ) ! I i Co 0 -287.7 I 0 -216.0 0 -120(1) J ! I 

I 
I 

0 227 I 
! 

Ni 77 234.2 77 188·5 4.2 7L~. 8 

Cu 273 -212.7 
I 

282 157·5 290 _1t7.2 , 

110(3) 62(1) Ga He I He 
I 

As 339·1 I 
i 
I 

Y 4.2 +286(5) ! 
I 
I 

Zr I He 90(2) i 

I 
No -25(1 ! 0 -189(8) H<"> -!Il( 1) 

I 1 

"" _.?c:: ~ ,:::;; - -Lo He 
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Table 1. (Cant) 

Host 

Fe Co Ni I 
Solute T oK Hhf T oK 

Hhf T oK 
~f 

-

Ru 4.2 -500(10) He Lt15(16) He 229(9) 

4.2 -505(15) 4.2 -217(5) 

Rh He -543(11) He 392(S) He 213 

0 559.6(16) R 210 

Pd He -594(12) He -400(8) He -19)+( 4) 

Aro-
0 0 -282(20) 0 -S7(S) 

0 336(20) 

Cd R -34S(10) 4.2 -6S.6(15) 

In 0 -295(10) He -33(1) 

He -283(6) 

8n 100 -Sl(4) 100 -20.5(15) 100 +18.5(10) 

8b He +235 He lS7(4) He +9!~(2 ) 

Te L~. 2 +620(20) 
I 

Lt·, 2 550(50) 4.2 +195(10) 

I R 1130( LtO) 

Xe 0 10LI0(120) 

Cs Lt.2 <24 

lTd 295 +1680(290) 295 +1100(190) 295 +107(lS) 

R +3100(600) 

8m R -I.llcnn( 1 60) . ~ '\"."-.....- - ~ 300 +1119(64) 300 +352(13) 

R --" ' (- -" ) ;-l __ l\. \.-',)1...\ __ 

.... _._--------_.- --"---' _. __ ._------_._- .-_._------_ ..... __ .•. _--------- -
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Table 1. (Cont) 

Host 

Fe Co Ni 

Solute T oK Hhf 
T oK Hhf T oK Hhf 

Eu R +750(250) I 

Gd R -200(50) 

R -180(90) 

Dy R -2000(300 ) 

Er R -1640(190) 

Yb R -720(240) 

Lu R -483(60) 
, , 

Hf R -300(60) 

Ta He -656(13) He -98(2) 

W He -6L~3(13) He -388(8) R -78( 7) 

4.2 90(25) 

Re He -760(15) He 442(9) He -100(2) 

Os He 1130(23) He 870(17) He 300(6) 

Ir He -1400(28) He 965(19) He 440(9) 

Pt He -1280(26) He 830(17) He -340(7) 

Au b He -1175(24) He -733(15) He -270(5) 
. 

Hg R -980(180) 

Pb R +262(20) 
i 

BDetails are given in Ref. 14. 

bThe V3.h.!-,:s ::O:C A"~197 9.re C(E'~',:::cted for 9.n 3.::'CP h~Ter~ine anomaJ.y as repcrted 
recei-.tly t:y: P. A. Var..2..~r:. Peat) "'v. j. =i~:le.rsJ \fJ. p __ .NiE:rcnb~:t·E-, and flo fl .. Sl1ug.:J.}:,t

J 

PhJ's. Re-v-. Lette::, 3 J..8, -4.9 (1907). 
=-=========== =======:::::::===. __ ----'c..c..::.._-"'-'-...:...=.:c=-·---·--··-__ --=::::_----:: 



Ta.ble II. 

Solute 
'-:""i • 

Cu 

Ag 

Cd 

Au 

Hg 

Average p 

Host moment 

Ratio 
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10 Derived values of conduction electron polarization for d sand 

dlOs2 solutes,. 
--

Fe host Co host Ni host 
H (MOe) s 

l~f(kOe) Hhf(kOe) Hhf(kOe) P P P 

- 2.6 -213 .082 158 .061 - 47 .016 

- 5·0 -282 .056 - 87 .017 

- 6·75 -348 .052 -65 .010 

-18.0 -1175 .065 -733 .041 -270 .015 

-2Ij ·5 -980 .04·6 

0.060 0.051 0.015 

(B.M.) 2.22 1.71 0.62 

0.027 0.030 0.024 

-

: 
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Table III. Solute hyper fine fields (in kOe) for transition metals vlithout local
ized moments. 

Fe host Co host Ni host 

Solute -H (MOe) ns H (calc) Hhf(exp) H (calc) Hhf(exp) H (calc) ~f(exp) 

I 
c c c 

1.2 -73 -55 -18 Ti I 
V 1.4 I -85 -87 -65 48 -21 8 

I 
1.6 ! -98 -75 -24 Cr 1 

2.6 
I 

-160 Zr -120 90 I -40 

-180 -258 -140 Nb 2·95 -189 I -45 -41 

Mo 3·3 . -200 -256 -155 150 I -50 
I I Tc 3.65 -210 -170 -55 I I 

Lu 7·2 -4L10 -338 -340 I -110 

-470 -360 Hf 7.7 -300 -115 

Ta 8.3 -505 -656 -390 -120 -98 

W 9·3 i 
-565 -643 -435 388 

I 
-140 -90 

10.8 -660 -760 488 -160 Re I -510 I -100 

.. 
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Table IV. Derived localized moments on solutes (in Bohr magnetorw). 

Solute 
Fe host Ni host 

a) 
-H -H f-L f-L f-L -H -H ~l cep cp 

(thiS) 
cep cp 

(thiS) 
(kOe) (kOe) Iwork (Ref 21) (Ref 22) . (kOe) (kOe) llork 

Mn 100 . 125 1.1 0±0.2 0±0·5 20 305 2.8 

Fe 120 220 2.0 20 ·263 2.4 

Co 140 190 1.7 2.1±0·5 2.1±0·3 30 90 0.8 

Ni 170 80 0·7 0·9±0.15 1.2±0 .3 30 50 0·5 

Ru 260 2t~5 0·7 0·9±0·5 0.7±0.4 64 153 0.4 

Rh 270 290 0.8 0·5±0·3 0·5±0.3 71 142 0.4 

Pd 280 314 0·9 0.1±0.2 0·3±0·3 79 115 0·3 

Os 830 300 0·3 0±0·5 0.1±0·3 160 140 0.1 

Ir 930 470 0.4 0±0·5 0.2j-~0·3 190 250 0.2 

Pt 1040 240 0.2 0±0·3 0.1±0·3 230 107 0.1 

a) Errors estimeted from errOl' flags in Ref. 22. 
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Table V. Local-moment parameters for Fe Mn55 

j f S Std. deviation Reference 

1/2 .837 .338 0·56% this work 

(1/2) 5/6 ·72 G. G. Low 21 

1 (1) > 1% 28 

1 .897 .549 .38% this work 

3/2 (1) ·51 < 0.5% 28 

3/2 (1) .25 31 

3/2 0.%6 .711 0.29% this work 

2 1.041 .850 0.32% this work 

5/2 1.124 .976 0.41% this work 
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Table VI. Cd111 in Ni below T (~628°K). c 

TIT (J.)(adians) X 106 
~ Temperature 
ill 1~.2 c sec 

oK 

4.2 0.0067 104.4(2) [1.000](2) 

194.5 0.310 101.3(2) 0.970(3) 

293.0 0.467 97.60(20) 0.935(3 ) 

1~08. 0 0.651 88.00(20) 0.843(3) 

454.0 0.724 82.55(21) 0.791(3) 

501.0 0.799 74.35(10) 0.712(7) 

512.0 0.816 71.94(23) 0.689(3) 

534.0 0.851 68.24(23) 0.654(2) 

569.0 0.907 53.57(31) 0.513(3) 

582.0 . 0·928 11-9.77(20 ) O.l~77(2) 

607.0 0.968 41.63 (23) 0.399(2) 

621.0 0.973 34.00(21) 0.326(2) 
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Table VII. 99Ru in Ni belm, T (z=:610oK for 1 atomic 10 alloy). 
c 

Temperature TIT Hhf(T) 
Hhf(T) 

c H
hf

{4.2) 
oK kOe 

!~. 2 0.00656 217.20(113) [1.000](7) 

77.0 0.126 212.50(147) 0.978(8) 

194.5 0·319 206. 58 (!~5) 0.951(6) 

298·0 0.489 175.60(1118 ) 0.808(8) 

396.0 0.61~9 141. 70(338) 0.652(16) 

444.0 0.728 126.39(319) 0.582(15) 

506.0 0.829 98 .89(271) 0.455(13) 

568.0 0·931 60.00(166) 0.276(8) 
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Table VIII. Ru99 in Ni 

T 

~
T er ·er - (I-i') - + f B (s-' ....£) H .2 - er

O 
J er

O 
T 

Values of parameters for best fits 

J f t; 

1/2 1.194 0.621 

1 1.1~90 1.049 

3/2 1.965 1.416 

2 2.209 1.662 

5/2 1.958 1.757 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Solute hyperfine fields in an iron lattice. 0 sign measured; 

() sign not measured. 

Fig. 2. Variation of Rhf wHh atomic number for 4d and 5d solutes in iron 

shm!ing abrupt increase. Curves are CEP estimates using Eq. (12). 

Fig. 3. Derived localized moments for solutes in iron. 0 this "'~rkj (1/ Ref. 21, 

Collins and :':'ov; rn Ref. 21, Campbell. 

Fig. LL The NMR data of Y. Koi et al. (Ref. 29) for 55MnFe fjtted with Eq. (17). 

Fig. 5. Furnace and angular correlation apparatus .. 

6 I 111 Cdlll Fig. . Partial decay scheme, L~9 n --7 48 . 

Fig. 7. Time-differential angular correlation for lllCdNi below the Curie 

point. The time spectra were recorded at a detector angle of 180 0 

and no external polarizing field was used. The modulation pattern 

is characteristic of a randomly oriented magnetic interaction. The 

solid curve represents the weighted least-squares fit to the data of 

Eq. (23). 

. 111 
Fig. 8. Reduced hyperfine field vs. reduced temperature for CdNi below the 

Curie point. (Tc 

pure Ni, Weiss and 

= 627.2 0 K, the value for pure 

Cfl 
Forrer (Ref. 44)j ------- -

Cfo 

cr 
Ni.) CfO for 

, Lovesey and Marshall 

(Ref. 32), showing demagnetization of first neighbors by nor®agnetfc 

impurity. 

Fig. 9. Time differential perturbed angular correlation spectrs. for lllCdNi 

with T > Tc. The function, 

is least-squ'3.res fitted to Eq. (25) ·,ilth A O. 
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of the paramagnetic Knight shift, t3 == Heff/Hext' 

for lllCcll~i, measure~ "\oTi th a polarizing field of 19.5 kOe. The curve 

was calculated using Eg. (24) with ~f(O) == 68.52 kG. 

Fig. 11. Partial decay scheme for 99 99 
45Rh ~ 41+Ru 

Fig. 12. Time differential perturbed angular correlation spectra for 99RuNi 

with a polarizing field of 5.00 kOe. The indicated hyperfine fields 

have been calculated using g = 0.189 ±o.004, (Ref. 39). The amplitude 

damping is probably caused by either a magnetic field distribution or 

the existence of at least two different magnetic hyper fine fields. 

Fig. 13. Reduced hyperfine field vs. reduced temperature for 99R~ri below 

the Curie temperature (TC == 610 0 K for the 1 at. % alloys used) and 

~f(O) = ~f\4.2) == 217.2 kG. The broken curves are theoretical fits 

based on Eg. (17). The values of the parameters are given in Table 

VIII. 

Fig. 14. Reduced hyperfine field vs. reduced temperatUre for 99RuNi with 

T < Tc. The ordinate, AO' measures the deviation of the impurity 

magnetization from the host magnetization, as. defined in the model 

of Lovesey (Ref. 33). The curve is calculated on this model. 

Fig. 15. TeMperature dependence of the paramagnetic Knight shift, t3 = Heff/Hext' 

for 99RuNi in an external field of 19.5 kOe. EJ measured by time-

differential :perturbed angular correlationj 0 measured by time-

integral perturbed angular correlation. 
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